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Our mission is to serve our clients, in an atmosphere of trust, to help grow and preserve their wealth.  We provide personal attention 

and comprehensive strategies, striving to enable our clients to live and retire with stability. Alltrust Financial Management serves 

clients seeking comprehensive financial guidance, with a team approach, in a manner that continuously exceeds our clients' 

expectations. We are a recognized and respected financial management firm delivering trusted, personal attention. 

 
NO INFLATION AT THE PUMP 
The average price of gasoline peaked at $4.11 a gallon on 7/17/2008. The average price of gasoline was last above 
$3 a gallon on 10/31/2014. Gas cost $2.54 a gallon on 2/16/2018. 
  
2018 SOCIAL SECURITY CHANGES (SOURCE: AARP.ORG) 
Benefits Jump: Social Security will get a 2 percent cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) in their monthly benefit 
payments starting in January, the largest increase since 2012. The average recipient will receive $1404 a month, 
up from $1377 in 2017. 
 
Higher Tax Cap: Workers now contribute 6.2 percent of their earning to Social Security up to an income of 
$127,200. That ceiling rises to $128,700 in 2018. The change will affect about 12 million of the 175 million 
workers who pay Social Security taxes. 
 
Full Retirement Age Gets Older: For those born in 1956, the full retirement age (when recipients can receive 
full benefits) climbs to 66 and 4 months. That’s up from 66 and 2 months for those born in 1955. (Full retirement 
will increase two months every year until it reaches age 67 for everyone born in 1960 or later.) 
 
Maximum Benefits to Rise: For those retiring at full retirement age, the maximum payout increases 3.7 percent 
to $2799 a month, or $33,456 a year. That’s up from $2687 a month, or $32,244 a year. 
 
New Earnings Limit: For beneficiaries who work while collecting Social Security, those younger than full retirement 
age can earn up to $17,040 in 2018 without being penalized, up from $16,920 in 2017. Above that level, you’ll lose 
$1 in benefits for every $2 earned. The earnings limit is $45,360 for those who will hit their full retirement age in 
2018. 
 
Gone Digital: The Social Security Administration stopped mailing paper statements, which detail past yearly earning 
and provide retirement benefits estimates, to most workers in 2017. For those who didn’t get word, you now need 
an online account. About 36 million people have already gotten one. 
 
WHY YOU SHOULD CHECK YOUR PASSPORT’S EXPIRATION DATE RIGHT NOW (SOURCE: SOUTHERN LIVING) 
Before you book those plane tickets to that exciting new destination, there’s one thing you need to do right now: 
Double check the expiration date on your passport. It's vital to make sure your travel documents are valid 
for at least six months past the dates of any planned international trips. Since passports are valid for up to 
10 years, it's understandably easy to forget when exactly it needs to be renewed (especially if you don't use 
it all that often). This seemingly small detail could result in a travel disaster.  
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While the U.S. allows travelers to use a passport until the exact date listed on the front page, that’s not the 
case for many other countries. For example, if you're heading to Europe, your passport needs to be valid for 
another six months beyond your trip. If you want to check out the natural beauty of New Zealand, your 
passport needs to be valid for another month past your trip. Want to spend a week on the beach in 
Thailand? Six months. Even though some countries have more lenient requirements, it's better to p lay it 
safe. 
 
You can check the State Department’s website for specific requirements for different countries.  
 
WHAT SCAMMERS KNOW – THAT YOU DON’T  
There is a science to scams, and it may surprise you to know how sophisticated criminals can be. Unfortunately, 
what you don’t know about a scam can cost you plenty. Some common fraud techniques include:  

- Establishing a connection – Fraudsters want to build rapport with you, whether that’s face-to-face or 
online. 

- Credibility – Scammers go to great lengths to appear legitimate be creating fake websites, bogus emails, 
etc. 

- Playing on emotions – Your emotions can be used against you, by getting you to make a quick decision 
before you have time to think about it. Many scams include a “limited time offer” or even an urgent call 
for help – perhaps appearing to be from a loved one. 

 
More information and tips are also available from the Better Business Bureau at bbb.org/scam. 

 
WATCH OUT FOR MYSTERY SHOPPPING SCAMS 
Fraudsters have a tendency to “cycle” through their many tactics and schemes to try to con you. In recent months, 
numerous folks have reported receiving a cashier’s check to participate in a Mystery Shopping assignment. This is a 
scam; these checks are not valid. 
 
According to the Federal Trade Commission, there are some real mystery shopping jobs available. Yet, there are so 
many people interested in this work, real mystery shopper firms have no need to solicit via emails or advertise to 
hire people by simply sending checks in the mail At best, professionals in the industry consider it an occasional 
part-time activity. 
 
Please use caution if you’ve been contacted by a Mystery Shopping agency. 
 
To find out more about Mystery Shopping Scams, how they work, and how to avoid being a victim of fraud, visit 
the Federal Trade Commission website at www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0053-mystery-shopper-scams. 
 
WEEKLY UPDATES ARE AVAILABLE  
LPL Financial’s Weekly Market Commentary and Weekly Economic Commentary can be found on LPL Financial’s 
website (http://www.lplfinancial.com/learning_center/research/). 
 
OTHER UPDATES AVAILABLE FROM LPL RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 

- Daily market update: http://LPLresearch.com  
- YouTube Channel: http://www.youtube.com/lplresearch (which can also be found on our website) 
- Outlook 2018: Return of the Business Cycle video can be found on LPL Research YouTube channel. 

 
CLIENT CONNECT 
Are you anticipating an e-mail change? Let us know. We want to make sure you receive all of our e-mail 
communications. Send your new e-mail to melissa.arbisi@lpl.com  
 
If you have any input or comments about our newsletter, let us know. We love to hear from you!! 
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Your referrals mean a great deal to our business. If you know of a friend or family member who might benefit from 
our service, please let us know. We will work hard to ensure that your referrals feel it was a wise investment of 
their time – and their future- to have met with us. 
 
Don’t keep us a secret!! Share this with your family and friends. 
 
Till next month, 
 
The Alltrust Team 
 
 

Securities offered through LPL Financial.  Member FINRA/SIPC 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific 

advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, 
consult your financial advisor prior to investing.  


